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General
Explanations

   A horoscope is a portrayal of the skies at the moment of
birth. From the many hundred individual elements, the two
dozen or so interpretive characteristics that are of critical
importance to you are consulted.

   In recent years, astrology has elicited a great deal of interest.
As the world's oldest science, it has a tradition of 6,000 years
behind it. Today, it is even knocking on the doors of
universities, just as C.G. Jung predicted in the 1950s.

   Anyone who seeks answers in the esoteric will find "primeval
symbolism" here. Anyone who understands our times knows that
man himself must do something to advance himself. This is the
true calling of our times. The wise man has recognized that he
himself is responsible for evolution. If you penetrate the very
depths of your being with astrology, you will experience the joy
of working effectively on your own evolution, and thus acting on
your own.

   The quality of the time of one's birth says something about
the nature of the embodied soul. Heinrich, astrology is not a
means for circumventing one's destiny; rather, it is intended to
help in fulfilling one's destiny.

   Goethe said this about astrology:

   How the Sun stood, greeting the planets, on the day you
were conferred upon the world, that is how you soon progress,
on and on, according to the law under which you began. So you
must be, you cannot escape yourself; even the sibyls and the
prophets said so; and no time and no night divides a molded
shape, which develops as you live.
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How you should interpret your horoscope
   Heinrich, many of us have contradictory personalities, a fact
that a horoscope will of course reflect. Don't be surprised if
parts of the interpretation of your horoscope seem contradictory.
One and the same person can be miserly in one way and
generous in another. Paying careful attention to the particular
sign described will clarify the apparent contradiction.

Rising Houses (*****)
   The asterisks (*) are to help you in judging which strengths
or weaknesses are dominant. The more asterisks, the more
dominant a particular trait. In the event of contradictions, the
trait with the most asterisks will predominate in stress situations

Horoscope Chart/Zodiac
   The horoscope cast at birth is an observation of the sky and
of the configuration of the planets at the instant of birth. Our
PEGASTAR horoscope begins with your personal chart of the
zodiac.

Aspect
   The concept "aspect" refers to the geometric relationship of
angles between planets. These relationships are based on the
fact that the distance of angles causes a reciprocal effect
between planets. These distances between angles (0°, 45°, 120°
etc.) are called aspects.
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   Aspects can strengthen or weaken one another. In our
horoscope drawing this means:

Line Trait Effect
Curve Conjunction (0°) by planet
Densely dotted line Sextile (60°) favourable
Continuous line Quartile (90°) negative
Loosely dotted line Trigon (120°) positive
Continuous arrowed Opposite (180°) unfavourable

Time of Birth
   The precise moment of birth is essential to casting a
personal horoscope. An error of a mere ten minutes can be of
vital importance.

Houses
   The heavens are divided into twelve houses or signs of the
zodiac of which six are above and six below the horizon relative
to a particular birthplace. This makes it possible to interpret
precisely the influence of the stars and the zodiac, each house
relating to a specific area of your life. Heinrich, the
interpretation itself depends on the planets in each house and
their positions relative to one another as in the paragraph above
dealing with aspects.

AC - Ascendent
   The first house of the zodiac in a horoscope is that which
lies directly under the eastern horizon relative to the place of
birth. This house is called the ascendant house and is considered
the most influential. It is calculated by finding the point of the
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ecliptic, or degree of the zodiac, which at the moment of birth
is just rising above the eastern horizon.

MC - Medium Coeli
   MC is the abbreviation for the zenith

Transits - Lines of Fate
   The horoscope of birth reflects the configuration of the
planets at the instant of birth. Since all planets move through
the heavens at varying speeds one of them must logically at
some time or other transit that part of the zodiac at which a
particular planet stood at the moment of your birth. Observation
of these transitions makes it possible to predict the future.

GMT - Greenwich-Mean-Time
   Heinrich, the moment of your birth in local time is translated
to a time scale applicable the world over.

Background
   The horoscope texts were written in 1979/80 by the late Dr.
Eberhard Walker who died in 1987. His texts were inherited by
a close friend and world-wide exclusive rights to them sold to
PEGASTAR.

   Dr. Walker was well-known for publishing a series of books
on astrology based on his own personal calculations.
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Destiny is part of your pre-ordained journey
through life
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Name Heinrich Muster
Birthdate Monday, March 3, 2008, 04:24
Birthplace Stuttgart / Baden-Württemberg /

Germany (B: 48° 47' N, 9° 11' O)
Universal Time Monday, March 3, 2008, 03:24
House System Koch
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Sun - Pisces
   When one hears of your love of peace,
your willingness to help, and love of your

fellow man, one is almost tempted to wish, that
the human race would only like to consist of

Pisceans. But we would probably all be living in
paradise, if that was the case. Every type of person serves

a purpose. You live in the world of emotion and fantasy, a gift
of fate for all those with cultural abilities, as an artist (with
many colors), as a musician (with much diversity : organ, string
instruments, romantic pieces), or in the glittering world of
illusions (film and television). Doubtless you have talents as a
medium (premonitions, second sight) and tend to occultism, a
burden of fate for such a weak person, who doesn't have the
resistance to protect himself from damaging effects, and who
suffers from visions. There are some clear recipes for success for
all those who work in a conventional job. First: take a job with
a pension - and possibly where you don't meet the general
public(that strains your sensitive nerves too much). Secondly:
don't make any 5-year plans, you'll lose your enthusiasm after a
week. Make very small steps on the road to success, so that
you reach your goal. This satisfaction will boost your
self-confidence, and the next step can then be somewhat larger.
Heinrich, you can achieve just as good successes as others, even
if not as quickly, and above all if you think that fate has
intended some "good luck" for you.

   Heinrich, perhaps you will find a benevolent patron, who will
take you under his wing (especially if you have devoted yourself
to culture), or a spouse with property and income. The following
professions should be considered: all vocations (hospital, old
people's home, orphanage, welfare or church institutions). On top
of that, landlord (publican) - for this is likewise a "caring"
profession, or at least it should be -, farmer, fisherman, sailor.
In the sciences, your special talents lie in the natural sciences,
philosophy, religion, literature, pharmacy (chemist's shop) and
medicine (above all psychotherapy and similar applications). If
you are frightened to know any more, please don't search for
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support and help through alcohol and other
drugs. On the contrary faith (even when it
originates from a so-called sect) and your
partner, who hopefully has enough strength,

understanding, and love for you, give you moral
support. A disappointment here would be very

hard for you to swallow. Therefore you search very
carefully and don't let yourself be led astray by material

security. You need love and strength much more.

The 1st House (Ascendent)
Period of Life

   Your ascendant, and thus the first house of your horoscope,
indicates where and how you stand in life, your physical and
psychological constitution, what kind of temperament you have,
and what tendencies of destiny necessarily arise from these
predispositions.

1st House - Capricorn
   Your ascendant is in Zodiac sign Capricorn.

   Unless strong counter-influences are indicated below, you
have a strong, broad-shouldered body, which stands out because
of your especially strong frame. Often your body is not just
slender, it's outright skinny. The face is usually equally lean, but
with striking features. Often the dark type with deep-set eyes.
You always seem serious and withdrawn, and spare in gesture as
well. An unmistakable awkwardness can easily lead to an
enduring struggle with the material, despite all caution and care.
Your temperament is melancholy with a tendency toward
asceticism. Objectivity and excessive correctness give the
impression of a lack of kindness. In old age you will become
more accessible and generally lighter humored.

   In careers you should stick to endeavors that involve a
certain degree of security (civil service positions with retirement
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benefits), yet that call for punctuality and
diligence. It is pleasant when this work can
be carried out according to strict rules, or
even better, if you can determine the rules

yourself. With you, records and management
offices are in the best of hands, and you will soon

be entrusted with the finances. Heinrich, you are
very interested in construction and everything that

involves land: From architect to rational city planner, or simple
bricklayer, perhaps farmer in a large operation, but never
small-time. In art there is a predilection for monumental works,
above all, statuary. In science there is a strong gift for logical
and mathematical principles. In other sciences the tendency
expresses itself as a sometimes not entirely appropriate
dogmatism.

Planets in the 1st House

Moon in the 1st House

   The Moon in the first house of your horoscope signifies that
your life is very strongly guided by your heart. You are
extraordinarily easily impressed, and you reach decisions by
emotional reaction to your impressions; these decisions often
lack any recognizable logic. Others perceive them as "moods."
Since your moods and perceptions experience ups and downs,
your decisions and selection of goals follow these vacillations.
You must thus reckon on many ups and downs in your destiny.
Your great susceptibility is conducive to diversions and can lead
to a dissipation of strength. The influence of the Moon can
impact your build in such a way that you are smaller and fuller
than described above and that you have a gentle face. And now
examine the following aspects: The more aspects you find, the
better for you, even if they include the so-called unfavorable
aspects. The most important thing is that there be at least some
aspects so you do not lose contact with the realities of life.

Moon Conjunction Jupiter (*****)
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   Popularity and success in your career, skill
at making the right impression. Much
sociability, much traveling. Good financial
situation, but sometimes wastefulness.

Moon Sextile Uranus (****)

   An easy-going, changeable temperament, love of
pleasure, games, and dancing. Emotional swings. Complete change
in your way of thinking. Charming and pleasant, but
unpredictable. Intuitive understanding and superior intellect allow
you to understand that which the logical mind cannot.

Moon Sextile Medium Coeli (***)

   Much success in your career, despite many fluctuations.
Popularity. Intuitive gift supplements the logical, and especially
when the Moon has good aspects (you can check this further
on), this brings success galore and thus strengthens your
somewhat weak self-awareness.

Moon Sextile Sun (**)

   Especially favorable for work in public. Popularity, which is of
great assistance to you. Harmony between the world of feelings
and reality.

Moon Conjunction Ascendent (**)

   In this position, your physique tends towards slight
plumpness, fine bone structure, pale face. Health is not stable.
Particularly susceptible during strong emotional agitation, and this
in turn occurs often and in continual alternation.

Jupiter in the 1st House

   Jupiter is in the horoscope house governing your personality.
Thus, a good fairy put many gifts in your cradle. It's up to you
to use them. Optimistic temperament, happiness, and wisdom for
the tasks life places before you. You exercise authority, not
because of power, but because others recognize the superiority
of your nature. You calmly and cheerily do what should be done
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in order to fit in with the overall scope of
life and of humanity, accomplishing the task
that falls to you personally instinctively and
with precision. That Fate generally has good

things in store for you comes as no surprise to
you because you're an optimist. Jupiter lends your

frame a slight tendency to fullness, which, together
with your dignified, sometimes almost ceremonial

appearances, makes for an imposing figure.

Jupiter Conjunction Moon (*****)

   Good character. Everything that is far too gentle gains
steadfastness and self-awareness. Tendency towards a high-image
role in distinguished company. Vanity. Material happiness: major
winnings from the lottery and games of chance.

Jupiter Sextile Medium Coeli (****)

   A very good position: almost effortless advancement in
positions that are far above your origins. Positions of trust with
a broad range of power, high-ranking administrative offices,
careers as judge and priest. Patronage supports your
advancement, and your natural dignity effortlessly provides you
with recognition as an authority. In this way, you can develop to
your fullest.

Jupiter Sextile Sun (***)

   High intellectual status and sense of justice. Authority. Social
advancement. Life in keeping with your station, in abundance, or
even in luxury. Love of pleasure without exaggeration.

Jupiter Sextile Uranus (***)

   Exerting great attraction. Superior being. Many great insights:
ideas and inventions. Many advantages, success, and winnings.
Sometimes fluctuating situations, but on the whole very good.
The frequent changes in all areas are not disruptive. Gift for arts
and sciences.

Jupiter Conjunction Ascendent (***)
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   Your body may tend towards corpulence,
especially in later years. Your being is
harmonically balanced and accommodating.
Nevertheless, you come across as superior, and

everyone readily subordinates to you. You need
at least a little luxury for your person and for

your environment.

The 2nd House
Period of Life

   Your acquired movable possessions, especially income and
finances, but also your acquired knowledge and abilities.

2nd House - Aquarius
   In your horoscope this house is in Zodiac sign Aquarius.
Hopefully you will have the nerves to cope with the variable
conditions in this area of your life. Although you often have a
large income (especially from selling your ideas or even
inventions), you are quite capable of spending money "in fine
fashion." It's questionable if what remains is even worth saving.
Better you put a portion in the bank right away, and perhaps
this way there will be some left. And even if you don't want to,
make your own pension arrangements if you cannot count on
any social security. Even high earnings slip through your fingers,
for you have no affinity for money. This can lead to pronounced
times of need in the later years of life. Heinrich, a firm
arrangement (even a part-time job) that guarantees you a
specific regular sum would be ideal for you.

Planets in the 2nd House

Sun in the 2nd House

   Your Sun in the department of liquid assets brings (if it is
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predominantly well illuminated) the assurance
that there will never be a lack of money.
Your sources of earnings bring sure income,
for which diligence and ability - yet seldom

truly hard work - must be applied. Naturally the
generosity of these influences is also evident in

your type of spending: You are very generous where
those around you are concerned and deny yourself

nothing, which can be quite costly and extravagant upon
occasion. This magnanimousness is dangerous only when the Sun
receives unfavorable aspects (especially from Mars or Saturn, see
below): Here there is the threat of ruinous extravagance. In this
case you must keep yourself better under control than would be
the case if the Sun did not have these aspects.

Sun Sextile Ascendent (****)

   Just like your exterior, your nature also comes across as
radiant and superior, but without exaggerated pride. This is why
everyone readily recognized your natural authority.

Sun Trine Medium Coeli (****)

   A very good aspect for your career advancement and for
your public esteem. Harmony between your nature and your
interests on the one hand and aspects of your career on the
other hand attracts success.

Sun Sextile Jupiter (***)

   Increase in vitality, very good health. All kinds of success and
winnings, especially in the financial area. Distinguished friends
and patrons, with a high position for yourself. Particular
suitability for law (judge) and high-ranking administrative posts.

Sun Sextile Moon (**)

   Success in life and career, no lack of money, help through
patronage.

Sun Opposition Saturn (**)

   Gives all sorts of difficulties and failures, especially in the
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above area of life. A hard struggle for
existence, in which ambitious plans are
scarcely realized. Weakened constitution.

Sun Conjunction Uranus (**)

   Great gift in art, science, and modern
technology (success with inventions as well).

Unreliability is stabilized, but there can be a lack of restraint
and defiance, since adaptability is lacking.

Mercury in the 2nd House

   Mercury in your second house often causes money-making to
stem from business or literary abilities (the press) and generally,
even from both simultaneously (for example, a bookstore).
Success depends on the aspecting of Mercury described later.

Mercury Conjunction Venus (****)

   Artistic gift in many areas, dexterity in speech and writing.
Advantages in business activities involved with fashion, cosmetics,
or art, flowers, and gardening. Witty and pleasant, even if a
little prone to emotional swings.

Mercury Square Medium Coeli (****)

   Keep your fatal tendency towards change and "versatility"
very much under control. Otherwise, it will mean an excessive
fragmentation of your forces and be very disruptive to success in
your career, especially if you have no career goal or you take
up the wrong career for lack of self-criticism. Ensure your
popularity through kindness and naturalism.

Mercury Conjunction Neptune (*)

   Depth of feeling coupled with keen, logical intelligence and
high level of fantasy mean suitability as a researcher or as an
artist. However, many internal struggles, which make the actual
dreamy being appear strife-torn.
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Venus in the 2nd House

   Our ancestors did not call Venus, the
Evening Star, "little fortune" for nothing. If it

is located in the department of your finances,
things will never be all that bad in this regard.

The only thing that could become dangerous for
your money (see below, Venus squared by Jupiter or

Mars) is your own luxurious extravagances and lavishness. Often
your income stems from careers that involve fashion, jewelry,
beauty, or art.

Venus Conjunction Mercury (****)

   Artistic gifts, which also result in financial success. Interest in
fashion and cosmetics. Refinement in language and writing brings
literary success. Kind nature with much optimism and
cheerfulness.

Venus Conjunction Neptune (***)

   Strong sensitivity and fantasy, warm-heartedness and love of
humanity. Great musical receptivity, and in general artistic taste
and a sense for aesthetics.

Venus Square Medium Coeli (***)

   Despite your kindness, you should still not be so enamored
with yourself because your environment does not like that. And
if you concern yourself with your beautiful exterior too often,
then others talk about vanity and laziness and neglect for your
work. If you notice such tendencies, then call yourself on it
before others do so.

Uranus in the 2nd House

   The presence of the planet Uranus in the house governing
your finances explains why this is usually a hectic area.
Depending on the transits (see the Forecasts), sudden income
and expenditures. The illumination of the aspects (see below)
indicates if on the average the balance leans toward income or
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if spending can lead to greater difficulties.
Since Uranus lends instinctive presence of
mind, however, you can probably preempt
dangers. Otherwise money is not all that

important to you, it is merely a means to an
end.

Uranus Sextile Moon (****)

   Intuition. Outstanding intellectual activity, many good ideas
and inventions, sometimes a little unusual. Frequent separations,
sometimes caused by one of the many moves.

Uranus Sextile Jupiter (***)

   Intellectual gift, which makes one suitable for technical
sciences. Possibly success here through inventions. Also a gift for
stage activities. High level of restlessness and unconventional
behavior. Vigor, which comes in phases, brings success. Also,
"devolving luck" in the form of winnings, inheritances, etc. can
occur.

Uranus Conjunction Sun (**)

   Love of independence, self-will. Sudden contacts and
separations with no transition, sudden reversals of fate, change
of career. Artistic, technical, and scientific tendencies of an
extraordinary nature. Reform ideas.

Uranus Trine Medium Coeli (**)

   Inspired gift, charting the course for the future. In
technology, inventiveness with intuitive, creative recognition of a
new course. Through originality, you fall out of the framework of
the normal and usual, and you should take this into account
when choosing a career. You will perform better in a position
that gives you much freedom to decide on your own what must
be done. Perhaps a self-employed career is recommended if
other constellations also guide you in this direction.

Neptune in the 2nd House
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   Neptune is in this house of your
horoscope and its influence is quite
aspect-dependent (see below). In the
presence of favorable aspects the acquisition

of great wealth is entirely possible. Given very
unfavorable Neptune aspects, however, there is the

threat of losses through deceptive dealings or
through fraud and illusion.

Neptune Conjunction Venus (***)

   Makes one easily variable, brings luck, but sometimes
disappointments as well. Love of "all living creatures," and thus
of humanity as well. Easy to impress, artistic tendencies.
Sensitivity to beauty in which clear form is disturbed by a
symphony of colors.

Neptune Conjunction Lunar Node (***)

   Contacts take place more on the level of feelings. They are
jeopardized by excessively wild pipe-dreams, but with
psychological correspondence they can make you very happy.

Neptune Conjunction Mercury (*)

   Great amount of empathy because thinking is controlled by
feelings. Tendency towards occult sciences. Much fantasy, but
also illusions.

Lunar Node in the 2nd House

   In this house of your horoscope you have the rising Moon
node, also called the head of the dragon. All of the good
qualities that we listed for you in this department of life are
strengthened by it, and all bad ones, weakened. In the context
of the departments of life indicated for this house you may
expect honor, happiness, money, love, and associations with
people who are well disposed toward you.

The 3rd House
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Period of Life

   Your everyday relationship with the close
circle of those around you and everything that

connects you to them (for example, travel,
correspondence, visits, and so on). Your everyday

thoughts.

3rd House - Pisces
   This department of your life is under the influence of the
Zodiac sign Pisces. People simply abound around you: Heinrich,
you are by nature the best of friends to neighbors, friends,
relatives, and everyone else. Here you try to demonstrate your
idea of what true humanity is: Helping others altruistically,
providing material aid, offering comfort, giving encouragement,
and making efforts towards peace and reconciliation. What you
send out comes back to you. If no interference from planets in
this department of life is indicated, you can count on having
pleasant people around you, people with whom you can discuss
your problems sincerely and from whom you may expect help.
In this circle of people you can recover from the harsh rat race
of the career world. But you should generally make sure that no
parasites insinuate themselves and make their lives easier at
your expense. Interpersonal contact (conversations, letters,
telephone, travel, and visits) develops slowly, following your
moods. Romantic letters to "regular" friends, handwritten of
course, or if pressed, a telephone call. This is all quite far
removed from the current state of technology and is thus
especially lovable.

The 4th House
Period of Life

   Your house and home, including your childhood home and
native land. But especially your own home, and moreover,
property and real estate, such as gravel pits and mining
interests.
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4th House - Taurus
   According to your horoscope all of these
matters are in the jurisdiction of the Zodiac

sign Taurus. This sign's ties to tradition often
produce a strong connection to at least one of the

parents, and in the same way, to the childhood
home and the native land. Impressions imparted here

endure your whole life long. The sought-after ideal is a
comfortable, perhaps even gorgeous apartment - it could of
course also be a house with its own garden - a vegetable
garden for physical well-being, or a flower garden to fulfill the
wish for beauty and magnificent color. And you are not so
conservative as to forego the latest technological achievements if
they make life comfortable. Heinrich, real estate, once acquired,
is seldom given up, for the "tie to the land" is quite strong.

The 5th House
Period of Life

   Love as feeling and experience (not to be confused with
partnership with a spouse). Your children and your other
"creations" (e.g. inventions, compositions, and other works).
Further your relationship with games, gambling and speculation.

5th House - Gemini
   All of these affairs in your life are shaped by the sign
Gemini. Flirtation is big in your book. And many affairs (only
before marriage?). It's not great passion, it's always a new,
always a delightful game. There need be no romance with it,
but there should be a lot of spirit, witty conversations and
continuous diversion; on occasion there will simply be a change
of partner. Hopefully you won't come across someone who takes
you too seriously, it could result in tears.

   Do you actually have children? Then you need strong nerves.
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Something so active that chatters incessantly
is not always a pure joy. When the child gets
bigger, the issue will be learning--for you,
that is. For you will have to see to it that

you keep up with the pace of learning and
remain a match for his constant tendency to

discussion. Gambling and speculation: why not? With
so much liveliness and attentiveness there will winnings

sooner or later, and losses don't hurt you. Heinrich, you
probably adore sports, and everything that involves speed and
skill.

The 6th House
Period of Life

   Work as daily duty, your subordinates in whatever form,
assistants and aids. Physical susceptibility and health advice.

6th House - Gemini
   This house of the horoscope is under the influence of Zodiac
sign Gemini. Take care not to overtax your nerves, for your
nervous system is much too delicate for constant overloading,
which causes your restlessness. Here you need not be surprised
if neuroses and the like appear.

   How do you like work, Heinrich? Be quite honest: not
particularly. Thus, it is quite important that you select a career
that offers varied activity: many trips and light physical labor.
Then you will even be hard-working.

Planets in the 6th House

Mars in the 6th House

   In your horoscope Mars is in the house of work and toil.
Actually you don't like your regular job at all because you find
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goals and competition necessary. But once
you have tackled something you certainly
work with "determined frenzy" and achieve
great results. You manage so many overtime

hours that others cannot keep up with you. Your
physical constitution is quite strong, incidentally.

Acute feverish infections and inflammations are
predominant as illnesses, as well as the many injuries that

you usually bring upon yourself through your fierceness.

Mars Opposition Pluto (****)

   Major investment of energy with destructive tendency.
Dangerous at mass events. A little more restraint will do you
good.

Mars Sextile Saturn (**)

   Bold, but rugged, stern, and domineering. Very persevering.
Great energy and burning ambition. All these properties are very
qualifying for achievement in public life. Positions of power are
pursued.

The 7th House
Period of Life

   Your spouse, but also your partner as such, that is, your
business partner, your contractual partners, etc. In general: Your
opposite number with whom you must deal in good affairs as
well as in bad ones (thus, opponents in legal proceedings as
well).

7th House - Cancer
   This department of your life is ruled by the sign Cancer. In
marriage you may have hit the jackpot: A partner who creates a
beautiful home with a little luxury and much coziness, if...if, that
is, you manage to give him free rein, without issuing regulations.
For he's not cut out to be henpecked. And if you like to have
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out differences of opinion loudly, you will
force him to flee. There is danger of change
and separation in marriage regardless. For this
reason you should not make the decision to

wed in the first feverish moments of amorous
feelings. It is the slowly matured decision that

promises security and stability.

   Heinrich, perhaps you should avoid legal proceedings, you
have a tendency to emotional quarrels, and the courts are
hardly suited to find genuine solutions here.

The 8th House
Period of Life

   The profits or losses that come to you from the outside,
such as dowry or inheritance, but also profits resulting from
economic factors (the stock market, industry). Your position in
the social community, and thus, also your position with your
superior; in addition, your readiness to make sacrifices for the
community.

8th House - Leo
   The guidelines here are determined by the sign Leo. It would
certainly fit the abundance of the sign Leo were you to receive
winnings or inheritances, which wouldn't be a matter of a few
marks or an old trunk. Your spouse might well be "well-off," it
would certainly be an advantage, if not a requirement.

   Your superior will often be the paternal type who intuitively
puts the right man in the right position. See to it that you are
the right man. You then no longer have to worry, you must
only obey his authority. He stands by his decisions and will
never hold you responsible for what he has ordered. You simply
lack the time to burden yourself with otherworldly matters.
Heinrich, you live for today and have no fear of tomorrow, even
if tomorrow lies beyond the threshold.
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Planets in the 8th House

Saturn in the 8th House

   Things are not so overwhelmingly good with
the material affairs of this house because of your

Saturn. Wealth of the spouse, inheritance, and gains
related to economic circumstances - in all of these areas, you
may, with a favorably aspected Saturn (see below), have
successes; however, they are usually linked with difficulties and
delays. Because your seriousness about life forces you (so to
speak) to get to the bottom of all things, you naturally pose the
question about the hereafter. You will be answered in
accordance with tradition. You decline searching for answers
yourself by experimenting with occultism, etc. as unsafe.

Saturn Trine Pluto (***)

   Gives endurance and perseverance. Keeps one from blindly
rushing ahead and gives deliberation, thus much success.

Saturn Opposition Sun (**)

   The life drive is inhibited, e.g., by career setbacks, economic
loses, health problems. Sullen nature. Much work - little success.

Saturn Sextile Mars (**)

   Raw, strict, and despotic. Much dogged and enduring energy
results in success and high positions, especially in the career and
in public.

Saturn Opposition Lunar Node (**)

   Gives great inhibitions and egocentricity, which make it hard
to adapt to and make friends with other people. These
properties must be consciously overcome if one does not want
to grow isolated.

The 9th House
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Period of Life

   Everything that leads you out of your own
small world travels to far-off countries, or

even emigration - but the further development
of plans and institutions that serve humanity as

well. Also, the step out of everyday thinking into
the ideological: Philosophy and religion.

9th House - Virgo
   Here the sign Virgo sets the tone for you. Travel to far-off
lands does not interest you especially. You can perform your
work better in a secure laboratory or in your study, undisturbed
by adventure and danger. Should you participate, for professional
reasons, as a biologist on a research expedition, for example,
you will quite precisely determine how the variety of liana under
investigation in the Brazilian jungle were found with respect to
length, growth, color, and other properties according to humidity,
altitude above sea-level, etc. Because of excessive care with the
work delegated to you, you did not otherwise experience much
to tell about, the whole great journey was a merely a backdrop,
and one that is more unpleasant than your study, for it made
the work more difficult. You do not consider emigrating to be
necessary, for with proverbial unpretentiousness in the material
sphere, you get by here, too. You are not familiar with
wanderlust, a suspect feeling.

   Do you actually have a philosophy of life? A unified picture
of everything that involves our lives? Because you always isolate
individual segments for the most precise examination, later it
may no longer be possible to create a unified picture. And this
is also how you treat improvement of the world as well: "The
world is bad." There is no doubt about this, and you do what
you can in your circle. Heinrich, you try to improve people
through reeducation. This is well intended, but not always
successful. You relate with mistrust to affairs of faith, insofar as
it is a matter of trustingly sinking into a world that is not real.
That there must be an ordering divine principle in chaos is
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self-evident to you, and thus you are a
religious person.

The 10th House (Medium
coeli)

Period of Life

   Your standing in the general public, advancement, reputation,
and honors. Your ideal career, specifically as a calling.

10th House - Scorpio
   Heinrich, your standing in the general public plays out in the
sign Scorpio. Your gifts are clearly one-sided and were readily
discernible in early youth. Thus, you know exactly what you
want and you apply your stubborn willpower to get it. Because
you usually fight out the struggle for your position on the social
ladder without the help of others, your advancement is slow,
but you pursue your goal relentlessly and with determination. If
someone gets in your way you let a struggle for power decide.
This brings setbacks and doesn't make you more popular. But
you start again from the beginning undaunted, and if you have
attained some level-headedness along the way (favorable
Mars-Jupiter aspect), you also manage not to show your claims
to leadership so obviously. In this way there are not so many
angered colleagues along your path upwards. It is self-evident
that you attain your goal. You love all careers involving
"sword-clattering." Taken literally this means the military and the
police, where even the lower ranks have their authority, and
figuratively, the criminal investigation department, which poses
the right tasks for your sharp intellect. This is followed by the
world of technology (especially motors, iron, and heavy metals).
Here there are also gifts for craftsmanship. In addition, medicine
is of interest, above all, in its fields that are shrouded in the
mystery of treating soul and intellect. All medical technician
specialties are included here as well.
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The 11th House
Period of Life

   Your friends, from whom you can expect help
and support. In addition - more impersonally -

those who make your advancement possible, thus,
patrons as well. For your inner world: Your wishes and

dreams.

11th House - Sagittarius
   This part of your life is under the sign Sagittarius. You have
many wishes and dreams: Grand wishes and ambitious plans.
Many of these destiny takes care of for you, or you do it
yourself. What cannot be fulfilled is forgotten after brief, intense
disappointment and replaced by new wishes and new plans.
Things only get bad when the strength for fulfilling wishes is not
or ceases to be adequate. Then there is only dreaming, and
possibly, the dreams are ultimately confused with reality.

   Heinrich, your friends and patrons come from the higher
social strata and have the capability and also the willingness to
pull you up. It is to your credit that you have managed to win
these people as friends. Win these friendships by also placing
high demands on yourself: Otherwise, you will be dropped. The
loyalty of your friends and patrons cannot withstand human
disappointments, only people of value earn their support.

The 12th House
Period of Life

   Your restrictions and inhibitions, the causes of which often
remain unclear to you, also your secret enemies, who lie in
ambush. This includes your life in restriction, be it because force
is imposed upon you from without as illness, internment, or
even imprisonment, or because you voluntarily withdraw into
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solitude and isolation for a specific purpose.

12th House - Sagittarius
   Because you have the Zodiac sign Sagittarius

in this department of life, you will often feel
locked up. This not only means the real, spatial

"prisons" of every type that take your breathing air away.
Heinrich, you find fences that make troubles for you everywhere.
Even if the pasture is quite lush and if every predator is kept
away, you prefer the insecurity and danger beyond the fence.
Even a certain regularity in conditions, prescribed working hours,
and activities that must be performed only because of their
usefulness mean a serious injury to your nature. There is but
one option: Use your energy and set yourself free.

Planets in the 12th House

Pluto in the 12th House

   Your Pluto in this position means that you do not strive for
solitude and being alone, you need a flock of supporters or
admirers, in short, you need the world in order to be effective
in it. If someone tries to "keep you behind walls" by force, you
have the energy and the will to obtain your freedom. Should
your Pluto have unfavorable squares (see below), you must
beware of secret enemies. They are powerful and influential, and
when they hate, they do not shy away from evil deeds.

Pluto Opposition Mars (****)

   Within the framework of the above area of life, destructive
energies that subvert old values, which are seen as outdated
and wrong. Hopefully the power of judgment is developed and
the strength is adequate to set up new forms in place of the
destroyed ones. Mere destruction is evil.

Pluto Trine Saturn (***)
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   Endurance, ambition, and major energy.
With a corresponding human level, these
forces effect the creation of new forms
during major historical changes, even in a

small circle.
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